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Abstract

This paper describes a tracking with appearance
modelling system for pedestrians. A cascade of
boosted classifiers and Haar-like rectangular fea-
tures [6, 12] are used for the pedestrian detection.
Statistical modelling in the HSV colour space
is used for adaptive background modelling and
subtraction, where the use of circular statistics for
hue is proposed. By using the background model in
combination with the detector, the system extracts
a feature vector based on colour statistics and
the spatial information. Circular [9] and linear
statistics are applied on the extracted features to
robustly track the pedestrians and other moving
objects through the scene. An adaptive appearance
model copes with partial or full occlusions and ad-
dresses the problem of missing or wrong detections
in single frames.

Keywords: tracking, background segmentation,
appearance model, HSV, circular statistic, Haar-
like features

1. Introduction

The proposed tracking system uses a background
segmentation algorithm in combination with an ob-
ject classifier to quickly find pedestrians in each
video frame. After detection of a possible pedes-
trian, the moving object is subdivided into three
zones (head, upper body, and lower body) and the
colour and spatial properties of each part which
form the basic appearance model in this system are
extracted. The colour information is analyzed in
the HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value) colour space
which provides a natural means of colour represent-

ation. The HSV colour model describes each colour
by one angular (Hue) and two linear values (Satur-
ation and Value). Although HSV has been applied
to a wide range of applications like motion analysis,
background modelling, and image retrieval, often
its mixed topological nature of linear and circular
domains is not appropriately taken into account.
For example, it is clear that the mean of angles
359◦ and 1◦ is not 180◦ like the arithmetic mean
would yield — it should be 0◦. Furthermore, twins
born one minute before and one minute after mid-
night are born only two minutes apart — not 23
hours and 58 minutes. Therefore, important defin-
itions of circular statistics are given in Section 2
and used in this work to accurate process direc-
tional hue data.

Section 3 describes how color distributions can
be approximated by parametric descriptions and
how the adaptive background model distinguishes
between foreground and background. The detector
(Section 4) uses a cascade of boosted classifiers
and Haar-like features to describe pedestrians in a
highly efficient way. Section 5 describes how track-
ing features can be extracted by using the obtained
pedestrian detections and the foreground data. The
structure of the adaptive appearance model is de-
scribed in Section 6 and results and conclusions of
this work are given in Section 7 and Section 8.

2. Applied circular statistics

The algebraic structure of the line and the circle
are different and therefore adequate methods of
circular data analysis as discussed in [9] must
be used when working with directional data. In
contrast to the linear domain only one operation,
the addition modulo 2π is available in the circular
domain. Due to the fact that the circle is a closed



curve, its natural periodicity must be taken into
account. As described in [8] a set of N angular
estimates can be represented by N unit phasors
with arguments equal to the corresponding angular
estimates. The mean angle µ̂p is then given by
the argument of the phasor sum and this value is
independent of the choice of origin. The general
definitions of circular mean and variance based on
this phasor sum are of the following form.

Definition 1 Circular Sample Mean and Sample
Variance: Let {α̂(k)}, α̂ : Z 7−→ R be a set of N

observations of a random variable in the circular
domain [0, P ). Then the circular sample mean µ̂p

and the circular sample variance V̂p are defined by
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where (( ))2π denotes reduction modulo 2π onto
[0, 2π).

The circular variance V̂p, V̂p ∈
[

0, P 2

4π2

]

cannot

be compared directly with its linear equivalent σ2

which lies in the domain [0,∞). However by using
the relationship between the normal distribution on
the circle (wrapped normal, [9]) and the normal dis-
tribution on the line a circular standard deviation
in the range [0,∞) can be defined like

σ̂p =

√

−2logn(1 − 4π2

P 2
V̂p). (3)

Therefore when using statistical definitions in the
context of hue values, we always refer to the above
definitions from circular statistics.

3. Background model

An adaptive background model is used for back-
ground subtruction and motion-based foreground
selection. A parametric model like used by Fran-
cois et al. [2] for real-time segmentation of video
streams is used. The model operates on the HSV
colour space since it clearly separates chromatic
and intensity information which makes it suitable
for both intensity and colour measurements. Each
colour channel of a background reference pixel is
modelled as a single and separate distribution since

we use a static camera sequences and assume that
each pixel of the background can be represented as
a single colour (single model). A model based on
mixtures of multiple distributions as used in [10]
would also cope with multi-model backgrounds but
is computationally more expensive and would bring
no advantage in a single model background.

Since intensity and saturation are aligned in the
linear domain, Gaussian distributions characterized
by a mean µ and a variance σ are used for model-
ing those two channels of a pixel. Note that colours
are not Gaussian distributed [11] but as shown in
numerous works can be well approximated by the
standard normal distribution [2, 13]. The probabil-
ity of observing a saturation value S at a pixel with
a reference distribution N(µs, σs) for the saturation
is therefore given by

P (S) =
1√

2πσs

e
− (S−µs)2

2σ2
s . (4)

The probability for the intensity is calculated
identically. Better suited distributions like the Beta
distribution for the saturation and the Rayleigh dis-
tribution for the intensity would probably provide
a more accurate description than the Gaussian for
values near the extremes. By using the Beta distri-
bution, the probability for the saturation is

P (S) =

{

Γ(ηs+γs)
Γ(ηs)Γ(γs)

Sγs−1(1 − S)ηs−1 , 0 ≤ S ≤ 1

0 elsewhere,

(5)
where Γ is the gamma function and ηs > 0, γs > 0
are the parameters of the Beta distribution for the
saturation. The natural finite domain S ∈ [0, 1] of
the Beta function is a significant advantage. The
intensity V for a pixel could be more appropriately
described by a Rayleigh distribution which has a
natural semi-finite domain V ∈ [0,∞) and can be
written as

P (V ) =

{

(

V
σ2

v

)

e
− V 2

2σ2
v , V ≥ 0

0 elsewhere.
(6)

Nevertheless, most cameras have only a limited
working range and do not cope well near the ex-
tremes. Since we are mainly interested in an accur-
ate modelling of pixels within the camera working
range, the simpler Gaussian distribution is appro-
priate for saturation and value components. How-
ever, for the hue component the Gaussian distri-
bution is inappropriate since circular data behaves
quite differently from linear data. Here a von Mises



distribution (named after the Austrian mathem-
atician Richard von Mises) which is the circular
equivalent of the Gaussian distribution is an ad-
equate density function. The probability for a hue
value H described by a von Mises distribution can
be written as

P (H) =
1

2πI0(κh)
eκh cos(H−µ̂p) (7)

where the concentration κh and the mean direction
µ̂p characterize the von Mises distribution. I0 is the
modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.
Note that the von Mises distribution degenerates
to a uniform distribution for κh = 0. Similar in
shape to the von Mises distribution is the wrapped
Gaussian [9]. This distribution of the form

P (H) =
1√

2πσh

∞
∑

k=−∞

e
− (H+2πk)2

2σ2
h (8)

where H is N(0, σh), wraps the ordinary normal
distribution around a circle. The resulting distri-
bution is circular. A comparison between the von
Mises and the wrapped normal distribution is done
in [7, page 67]. It is shown that the wrapped nor-
mal distribution is a very accurate approximation
to the von Mises distribution for moderate SNR
(signal-to-noise ratio). For a color distribution de-
scribed by a mean µ and a standard deviation σ,
the SNR can be defined as

SNR =
µ

σ
. (9)

For a unimodal, static background we can assume
that background changes occur slowly and signal
distortions produced by, say, camera sensors are in
a moderate range. Therefore the wrapped normal
distribution is an appropriate simpler alternative
to the von Mises distribution for modelling the hue
values and is used in this system.

Each pixel of the background is therefore de-
scribed by two Gaussians N(µs, σs) and N(µv, σv)
for saturation and intensity and one wrapped Gaus-
sian Ñ(µh, σh). Initially, the means of all three col-
our channels of the reference distribution are set to
the corresponding values of the pixels in the first
frame. The variance for each background distribu-
tion is set to a minimal variance value of σmin > 0.
After the initialization the model is continually per-
forming two main tasks. First the background mask
is generated by comparing the reference distribu-
tions and the current frame. Secondly the distribu-
tions of our background model is updated by using
the current frame information.

Background generation The model decides if
a pixel with value I = [H, S, V ]

′

belongs to the
background by thresholding the distance between
the three colour channels and the means of the cor-
respondent colour distributions µ = [µh, µs, µv]

′

in
the background model. A distance measurement
defined by a distance δhsv is performed in all three
colour channels independently
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The circular domain of the hue is taken into account
when computing the hue difference δh. We make
the simplified assumption that the colour channels
are independent from each other to reduce compu-
tational complexity. Porikli observed in [10] that
this assumption degrades the quality of the results
only minimally. If for a pixel at position x the dif-
ference for one of the channels is larger than a fore-
ground threshold ε{h,s,v}(x) the pixel is marked as
foreground F (x) = 1, otherwise it is labelled as
background F (x) = 0.

F (x) = ‖δhsv(I(x), µ(x)) < ε(x)‖∞ (11)

The threshold ε{h,s,v} depends on the variance of
the corresponding colour channel

ε{h,s,v}(x) = 2σ{h,s,v}(x). (12)

The range of 2σ is equivalent to a 95.5% confidence
interval for a standard normal distribution. Since
colour information is not Gaussian distributed [11]
we can still expect each colour value to lie in the
interval [µ − 2σ, µ + 2σ] with a confidence of at
least 75 percent by applying Tchebychev’s Inequal-
ity theorem.

For reliable computation of the hue difference we
have to test if the saturation value S(x) of the frame
pixel or the mean µs(x) of the reference distribution
is close or equal to 0. Pixels with saturation equal
to 0 are in the achromatic range of the HSV colour
space. In this range the pixel lies on the central
line of gray values and its hue information is mean-
ingless and not usable as a distance measure. We
define a pixel as achromatic if its saturation lies be-
low a saturation threshold εachrs

= 0.2. According
to this we only use the reliable channels of the frame
pixel and the reference distributions for comparison
and distinguish between four cases:

1. if S < εachrs
and µs < εachrs

, check δv < εv .



Figure 1. Separation of HSV colour space

2. if S < εachrs
and µs > εachrs

, check δv < εv

and |S − µs

µv
| < εs .

3. if S > εachrs
and µs < εachrs

, check δv < εv

and | S
V
− µS | < εs.

4. if S > εachrs
and µs > εachrs

, check δv < εv,
δh < εh and |S cos(H, µh)| < εs .

In the first case no useful colour information is
available and therefore only the intensity is used
to measure the distance between the pixel and col-
our distribution. As shown in [2] the saturation can
be scaled by the intensity to reflect the uncertainty
of the colour information for lower intensity values
(Case 2 and 3). The scaling is done when a satur-
ation value is low and only partly reliable. In Case
4 the reference pixel as well as its reference distri-
butions lie in the chromatic range and all channels
can be used as distance measures. In this case the
saturation is projected on the mean hue direction.

For low brightness values the saturation compon-
ent is unreliable. Therefore an additional threshold
εachrv

= 0.2 for the intensity is used in our model.
We add all pixels with an intensity V < εachrv

to
Case 1 since this intensity range of the HSV colour
space represents the nearly black pixels with strong
achromatic properties. In Figure 1 the separation
of the HSV colour space is shown. The gray re-
gion represents the range where only the intensity
is used. The rest of the cone is the colour range
where also the saturation and the hue are used for
comparison. Note that instead of using a saturation
threshold for deciding if a hue value is useful, an-
other possibility would be to weight each hue value
by its corresponding saturation as shown by Han-
bury et al. [4].

Update background model After the pixels in
the current frame have been labelled as foreground
or background, the colour distributions of all refer-
ence pixels are updated by

µ(t) = [1 − α]µ(t − 1) + αI (13)

and

σ2(t) = [1 − α]σ2(t − 1) + α[µ(t) − I ]2. (14)

Here α is the learning rate which defines how
quickly old frames are forgotten. A minimal stand-
ard derivation σmin is introduced, which prevents
the decreasing of the standard deviation σ(t) below
a minimal value. This is useful in a long period of
time when the background remains constant. As in
the background generation step, only those chan-
nels of a pixels are updated which contain useful
information to support the update. In the case
where a reference pixel and a frame pixel are both in
the achromatic range (Case 1) and no useful colour
information is available, only its intensity distribu-
tion is updated. Note that the update of directional
values according to equations (13) and (14) can be
regarded as building the circular mean for grouped
angular data with two sample points µ(t − 1) and
I and corresponding frequencies [1− α] and α. No
corrections for grouping is necessary but the range
of [0, 2π] has to be considered.

4. Detector

In this system a detector searches for pedestri-
ans in single video frames. Therefore each frame is
broken up into multiple sub-images and a classifier
decides if the window contains a pedestrian.

As basic features for classification, a set of static
Haar-like rectangle features [12] as shown in Fig-
ure 2 is used. This kind of features can quickly be
computed by using integral images and builds the
basic structure of each of our classifiers. By us-
ing an adapted version of the AdaBoost algorithm
[3] we construct a cascade of boosted classifiers for
quickly detect pedestrians. Boosting is widely used
in the field of pattern classification and is the idea
of letting multiple and simple (=weak) classifiers
decide a classification task by a majority vote. For
boosting any kind of learning algorithm like SVMs,
neural networks, or decision trees can be used as a
weak classifier.

The detector was trained with 1500 images of
pedestrians from different angles. All training



Figure 2. Features used in the detector

samples were manually extracted from multiple
video sequences. The negative training samples
were created by selecting random regions in images
not containing any pedestrians (bootstrapping, [1]).
The final detector cascade consists of 13 boosted
classifiers. Since only one detector for multiple
views of a pedestrian is used, the boosted classifiers
in the cascade are quite complex with the smallest
one containing 35 features and the largest with 257.

5. Tracking features

Feature Vector The effectiveness of the track-
ing process depends strongly on the choice of the
tracking features. Our tracker uses the detector to
get basic spatial information of a possible object
and augments additional information by using the
background model. The detector provides a set of
K detection windows dk, k ∈ {1..K} in the cur-
rent frame. Each window is defined by a size and
a position. We firstly divide each detection win-
dow into three individual body zones (head, up-
per body, lower body) by using a fixed height ratio
r = (rhead, rub, rlb)

′ = [ 14 , 3
8 , 3

8 ]′. Next each part is
processed until it mainly contains a connected re-
gion of foreground pixels. After the processing the
colour information is extracted by building the col-
our histograms and the means of each body part.
The feature vector for each body part has the form

f{head,ub,lb}(dk) =













Pk

Sk

Hk,{h,s,v}

µk,{h,s,v}

σk,{h,s,v}













(15)

where Pk is the position, Sk the size and
Hk,{h,s,v}, µk,{h,s,v} and σk,{h,s,v} the histograms,

Figure 3. Hue colour features

means and variances for all three colour channels.
In Figure 3 the statistical hue informations like the
circular histogram and circular mean of a person
are shown. For deciding if a hue or saturation value
represents useful information and should therefore
be included in a histogram, the same rules as in the
background segmentation are applied . For gener-
ating the hue histogram all hue values are addition-
ally weighted by their corresponding saturation.

In addition to using colour as an additionally
tracking feature for following a pedestrian, it would
also be possible to search for a person with known
clothes on a multi-camera system. This could be
highly interesting for automatically finding persons
like a lost child or a robber after a bank robbery.

Distance Measures Since our feature vector
contains spatial as well as colour information, dif-
ferent distance measures are used to calculate the
distances between two of its elements. For meas-
uring a spatial difference Dspat between to points
Pi, Pj ∈ IR2 the Euclidean distance is used

Dspat(Pi, Pj) = ‖(Pi, Pj)‖2 . (16)

The difference Dhist between two colour histograms
Hi and Hj is computed by using the Bhattacharyya
distance

Dhist(Hi, Hj) = 1 −
B
∑

k=1

√

Hi(k)Hj(k) (17)

where B is the number of histogram bins. In our
work it was set to B = 10. The distance Ddist

between a reference distribution with mean µi and



standard deviation σi and a second distribution
with mean µj is computed by

Ddist(µi, σi, µj) =
|µi − µj |

2σi

. (18)

After the distances for all elements of the feature
vectors are computed independently with the cor-
responding distance functions, all distance values
are tested against border conditions like a maximal
position difference ∆velocity or a maximal scale dif-
ference ∆scale. This validation rejects all objects
which do not provide enough features to support a
robust tracking. After validation all distances are
normalized, multiplied by a weight factor and to-
talized to an overall sum D.

The tracking features are for assigning detections
to objects in the appearance model but are also
used by the detector to find multiple detections of
the same object in a frame. All sub-windows which
were passed to the detector and classified as ped-
estrian windows d

′

k
′ , k

′ ∈ {1..K
′}, are tested for

their similarity to each other. Similar detections
with D(d

′

i, d
′

j) < ξmerge, i, j ∈ {1..K
′} are grouped

together to a single detection dk, k ∈ {1..K} with
K ≤ K

′

. Here ξmerge is a similarity threshold.
For each resulting object window dk the number
of windows Mk which were merged together is re-
membered, since it reflects the certainty of the de-
tection to be a pedestrian.

6. Appearance model

The adaptive appearance model (AAM) used in
this work has to address multiple tasks. A major
problem the AAM should cope with is the stable
handling of occlusions. In the case where an object
is partly or completely occluded the AAM should
be able to predict its current position and size. This
is done by using the information about the velocity,
direction, size and position of the occluded object,
which was collected during the previous frames.
Since a missing object detection due to the detector
can be regarded as a complete occlusion, also this
special case can be addressed by the appearance
model. Additionally non-pedestrian objects which
are incorrectly classified as persons by the detector
can be filtered by the AAM. They normally occur
only briefly or stay stationary for long periods of
time and therefore can be distinguished from ’real’
pedestrians.

Model states The appearance model can be di-
vided into multiple steps. At the beginning the

distances D(oj , dk) between all existing objects
oj , j ∈ {1..N} of the AAM and the detections
dk, k ∈ {1..K} in the current frame are calculated.
Here N and K represent the numbers of objects
in the appearance model and the number of detec-
tions in the current frame. An existing object oj is
assigned to a detection if the distance D(oj , dk) is
smaller than a similarity threshold ξsim

assign(oj , dk) =

{

1 if D(oj , dk) ≤ ξsim

0 otherwise.
(19)

All objects in the AAM which could be assigned
to a detection, are updated with the new informa-
tion. For objects without a corresponding detection
in the current frame, the position and size are up-
dated according to the model assumptions. Addi-
tionally the appearance model creates new objects
for all detections which could not be assigned to an
existing object. When an object is created it gets
an initial life value α0 and is regarded as a possible
pedestrian candidate. If a detection dk is assigned
to the object oj , the life value αj of the object is
increased by a life bonus αbonus like

αj = αj + min(αmax, αbonusMk). (20)

Here αmax is the maximal life bonus an object can
receive per frame. The term Mk is the number
of multiple detections during the detection phase
which were merged together to the single detection
dk. A detection which is confirmed by multiple
detection windows is therefore regarded as higher
probability to be a pedestrian than a single win-
dow detection. If the life value αj of an object rises
above a threshold ξacc the object is accepted as a
pedestrian and the object can be post-labelled as
pedestrians in all the previous frames. If the life
span decreases below a threshold ξdestroy it is re-
moved from the appearance model.

In Figure 4 the different phases in the lifetime of
an object are shown. The red rectangle on the left
side represents the phase of the object creation until
it is accepted as a pedestrian. The green rectangle
shows the phase where the object is regarded as a
pedestrian. Note that the objects in all frames of
the first rectangle are post-labelled as pedestrians.
The red rectangle on the right side represents the
time when the tracker loses the object because it
has left the field of view or is occluded for too long a
time. Finally the object is removed from the object
pool.

Collision areas Before the appearance model
compares the new detections with the existing ob-



Figure 4. Life span of an object

jects in the model, it tests for collision areas. We
define a collision area as a region in the frame,
where at least two existing objects of the appear-
ance model are close together and occlusions may
occur. An object in a collision area still is distin-
guishable from the background, but since it can be
partly occluded by other objects, its colour inform-
ation is not as reliable as it would be outside of
a collision area. Therefore, in the regions of mul-
tiple object occurrence we use a stronger similarity
threshold ξsim to reject the wrongly assigned de-
tections. After a detection has been assigned to
an AAM object in a collision area, a careful up-
date of the object information is necessary. Due
to partly or complete occlusions and mixed colour
histograms of colliding objects, no clear extraction
of the colour information of a single object is pos-
sible. Therefore no update of the colour tracking
features is done and no new objects are added to
the appearance model in these regions.

7. Results

The detector was tested on 3 manually la-
belled test sequence where each sequence contained
around 400 frames. The detection rate was near
d ≈ 0.87 with a false positive rate of f ≈ 10−4. This
implies an average detection rate for each boosted
classifier in the cascade of davg = d

1
13 = 0.989 and

a false positive rate of favg = f
1
13 = 0.49. This is a

lower detection rate compared to similar detection
systems [12] but since we used only one detector
for multiple views the results are still quite good.
Additionally the appearance model filters most of
the false positives and provides an approximation
of position if a pedestrian is not detected.

Figure 5. Tracking with occlusion

The appearance model performed very well in all
three test sequences and could cope with multiple
persons, occlusions, and missing or wrong detec-
tions. To test how well the appearance model copes
with erroneous detections, we lowered the classific-
ation threshold of the detector progressively. By
doing so the detector classifies more sub-windows
as pedestrians which leads to a higher number of
competing detection windows. This gives us the
possibility of testing the quality of the tracking fea-
tures and how well they distinguish the various ob-
jects.

The tracker performed quite well until we
reached a false positive rate of f ≈ 25.10−4 (15
wrong detections per frame). No wrong pedes-
trian was accepted or real pedestrian lost below
this threshold. Above this false positive rate, in-
correctly accepted pedestrians increased rapidly. In
two test sequences two and three wrong pedestri-
ans were accepted. In the third test sequences three
wrong pedestrians were accepted and furthermore
one of three pedestrians was lost at the beginning,
found again later, and tracked as a different ped-
estrian. The lost pedestrian is partly due to the
large number of competing detection windows, but
also because of the failing background model which
needs a few frames at the beginning to initialize
the background distributions correctly. The object
validation according to certain border conditions
for tracking features proves to be highly effective.
Many wrong detections are already rejected during
the feature extraction.

To test how good the AAM copes with occlusions
we raised the classification threshold. Therefore,
fewer pedestrian detections were registered and the



AAM had to cope with multiple frames where ob-
ject detections are not provided by the detector.
The AAM provides good approximations if an ob-
ject is occluded for not longer than a time range
of 15 to 25 frames. Since the color features of the
pedestrians remain nearly constant, objects could
be robustly found and reassigned after an occlu-
sion.

The background model itself seems to perform
well. It separates foreground and background well
enough to extract the tracking features of moving
objects. Since all test sequences are created with
static cameras, one distribution per colour channel
is sufficient for modeling the colour distribution.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we address the circular nature of
the hue in the HSV colour space and provide ac-
curate density functions for modelling color dis-
tributions. Furthermore, an adaptive background
model is used in combination with an object de-
tector to quickly locate pedestrians in video frames
and to extract their colour and spatial information.
An appearance model uses this information to ro-
bustly track the objects through the scene. This
system demonstrates, how a person can quickly be
subdivided into multiple body parts and a feature
vector consisting of spatial as well as colour inform-
ation can be extracted. Here a direct comparison
of how well the use of appropriate circular statistics
improves the processing of directional colour data
provides interesting possibilities for future investig-
ations.

In addition to using colour only as a tracking
feature, the subdivision into multiple body parts
provide an additional possibility. Multiple video
sources like different video cameras can be used for
searching for pedestrians according to a specified
colour scheme for hair and clothing.

Analyzing the current results, the systems still
seems to contain several possibilities for improve-
ments which should be addressed in future work.
A separation of the training samples into different
views angles as in [5] and using multiple and view
specialized detectors will probably improve the de-
tection rate of the detector.

To additionally improve the background model,
shadow removal techniques as well as mixtures
of Gaussian distributions for multi-model back-
grounds [10] can be used. An improved foreground
segmentation would increase the quality of the

tracking features and make the prediction of the
object location and size more reliable.
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